LEGEND

LANDSCAPE
1. Seating
2. Shade Shelter
3. Drinking Fountain
4. Rubbish Bin
5. Tool Station
6. Wind Break Planting
7. Garden Bed
8. CCTV Cameras

SKATE WORKS
1. 500H Roll-in Bank
2. Quarterpipe with Kerb Corner
3. Low Kickers to Rail
4. Escalating Manual Pad with Tranny
5. 350H Ledge
6. 900H Flat Bank
7. 1200H Quarterpipe with Hip
8. 1050H Quarterpipe with Elbow
9. 900H Quarterpipe with Roller Coaster
10. 300H Mogul
11. 600H Mogul
12. 2100H Hipped Extension

A.F.L. FIELD BOUNDARY
SPORTS OVAL
EXISTING FOOT PATH
CARPARK
LAYOUT PLAN